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M ED IA A N D TH E C R U S A D E A G A IN S T

C O R R U P TIO N IN N IG ER IA

By Idris Miliki Abdul

he Public Faith in the media is reflected in
the self-images of Journalists as a watch dog
of democratic institutions. Standing outside
the system and looking in. one major social malaise
that the media has consistently beamed its
searchlight is corruption, that debilitating canker
warm that has kept many developing countries in a
permanent state of destitution. But any treatment of
the media and corruption is sure to produce some
contradictory pictures. Media people are part of
elite groups in any given society and their role
swing from the positive to the negative as
circumstances dictate or how the society perceive
them.
Accusation of corruption usually originate
from such modernizing elites in the developing
countries these elites often see corruption as an
integral part of the political culture and system of
the old regime, which they want to destroy. In
functionalist terms these elite groups have a direct
interest in discrediting corruption. Insofar as
corruption is said to provide for the dispossessed
groups and alternative means of interest
articulation and access to the governing process,
the elites have a vested interest in reducing
corruption to prevent access to these groups. At the
same time the ruling elites themselves may be
involved in corruption by seeking to Expand the
flow of illicit benefit through official chancels.
Elites are the ones who safe guard democracy, but
they are also the ones who under certain
circumstances, augment their power by corruption
the rule and procedures of democracy.
The Nigerian media elite best symbolizes
this contradictory persona. It has in a fundamental
way undermined its public credibility or legitimacy
and opened its flanks for attacks from other groups
and members of the public, a case of the hunter
becoming the hunted, Mac grew (2003) puts it more
succinctly, “the cost of this soaring malaise is
soaring. It robs the press of credibility and hobbles
emerging democracies that need a free and
independent press to stay the course. It also
deprives readers of useful news”.

Idris Miliki Abdul

Nigerians independence the campaign to root
out the military dictatorship from Nigeria’s
governance, as well as the bid to institute a
regime of Transparency and accountability in
our body polity.

The media elites combative posture against
conniption could be gleaned from the battles they
have waged since independence. The press long
regarded as the conscience of any nation with its
restricted freedom in Nigeria has often come out
strongly against the social evil. There is hardly a
day that Nigerian dailies do not publish tenns of
news on corruption ranging from alleged diversion
of funds meant for economically viable projects
into private pockets to public officials overstaying
in hotels at governments expense while still
keeping official residences occupied by relations,
Nigerian Journalists have however demonstrated in
unmistakable terms that they are not immune from
the ills of the Nigerian society. They have found
themselves deeply immersed in corruption also and
have is some ways elevated their own brand of
corruption to an art. The Nigerian media has been
infiltrated by “Charlatans Extortionists and even
black mailers” but overall what some see as a
We must admit that, the Nigerian media pandemic of media corruption emanates from a

occupies an enviable place in the struggle for
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report for viable medium and do not need
the NUJ to survive.

Mohammadu Buhari
President, Federal Republic of Nigeria

host of complex any varying forces that go well
beyond the principles of individual editors and
reporters those forces include faltering economies
low pay intense competition, continuing pressure
for higher profits and conflicts in the publisher's
office.
Many Journalist no longer attend events for
the purpose of gathering news. News events are
money spring occasions. The news is secondary
stories are treated based on the amount given. You
either play “good ball” or your story will be treated
with levity or simply ignored. It is not unusual to see
some journalists hanging around after an event to
see the “person in charge” When some funds are
released and a threat issued to the provider to up the
amount or face the consequences. However, the
most demeaning is the quarrel that ensues in the
process of sharing, journalists engage in fisticuffs,
throwing caution to the wind and becoming the
built of laughter and ridicule from members of the
public.
In most State Councils of the Nigerian
Union of journalists, There are prevailing rule on
the addressing of press conferences. But some high
riding members who have constituted themselves
in to cartels for pecuniary interests are consistently
violating these rules. They themselves, more to the
Residence of a top personcility conduct interview
with him or her and claim that it was a press
conference. The leaderships of NUJ have often
found these group very difficult to handle as they
//4//

PROPRIETORIAL INTEREST
Many Stories get killed or
published because of proprietarily
interest. If the proprietor is interested in a
given story, which he/she feels may hurt
his bust ness interests, national interest,
the interest of journalism recedes to the
medium could serve as a tool for settling
political scores. Publishers also do deals
with advertisers thus shielding such
advertisers from public scrutiny. It must
be stated that it is not enough to say that
journalists are products of the Nigerian
society and cannot be “oceans of
transparency” in the “desert of
corruption” Journalists deserve
differential treatment n VIEW of their
calling and place in the scheme of things
in Nigeria. In the first place they always occupy the
“high moral ground” and must be young reproach
like Caesar's wife. You cannot play the role of an
anti-corruption watch dog when you are immersed
in corrupt activities the public would prefer to
resign to fate instead of legitimizing your
deceptive or corrupt activities.
LOW WAGES AS STRUCTURAL STFRAIN
Many scholars of corruption have
suggested that the willingness of government
Employees to Engage in Corruption is Frequently
Stimulated by low Salaries. Poverty and inflation
are said to fuel a large quantum of corruption. The
incentive to corruption what ever official purposes
public institutions are agreed to have is especially
great in conditions of extreme inequality and
considerable absolute poverty. Generally,
corruptions seem likely to be inseparable from
great inequality.
The 'structural strain’ theory equally
applies to the public sphere especially media
institutions. Nigerian journalists are either
poorly paid or not paid at all most publishers
push their reporters to the “arms of corruption”
by drumming into their ears that their identify
cards are meal tickets. It is now easy to pick out
a journalist in a crowd; unkept, disheveled,
frustrated and bitter with society. This is clearly
unacceptable. Journalists are Special breed
Cont’d on page 23
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people who sacrifice their day to day so that our
society will be better. They deserve better
treatment and understanding from employers
and the public, the umbrella Organization of
Journalist in Nigeria appears unable to get
round the welfare difficulties of its members
either because it lacks the political will to
confront employers or because it is caught up in
its own contradictions.
The issue of Journalists welfare must be
urgently addressed because research has showed
that poor pay is a key factor in media persons
demanding money in return for Editorial Content.
The findings so far indicate that bribes are
much more common in countries where Journalists
are poorly paid. Not surprisingly, other factors
include Level of Education of Journalists and the
general population and the degree of accountability
in government.

RIGHT TO INFORMATION AS KEY TO
COMBATING CORRUPTION
Transparency is the key way to detect and
deter corruption and safeguard the integrity of the
pubic and private sectors. Greater transparency can
be achieved in various ways, but one of the most
systematic is through a right of access to official

Ib ra h im M a g u - A c tin g C h a irm a n , E F C C

information.
The interesting things in the on-going
EFCC trial of some of the Ex-Governors,
Government Officials, Bank directors and member
of the Parliament.

REINVENTING THE MEDIA FOR THE
ANTI-CORRUPTION CRUSADE
The Nigerian Media in my humble view
must make concerted efforts to re-energize the
anti-corruption crusade by fashioning a public
outreach programme, public education is a key
component, an informed and angry public can be a
vital tool in any anti-corruption campaign. Many
times the people are unaware of the costs
corruption levies on society and its impact on
public welfare. One means of strengthening
political will is to conduct focused public debates
on malfeasance and its remedies. These can be vio
radio or television. Public awareness help remove
the Veil of secrecy surrounding misconduct more
importantly, educational campaigns begin to
Personalize Corruption, Explaining clearly and
explicitly how individual are subject to predatory
abuses by agents of the state. However, it is also
piqued when the public is informed about
abuses at a higher lever, such as the diversion of
public funds or flagrant disregard for the
law as witness in the current trial of some
Ex-governor by EFCC and the abuse of
power and due process witness in the
current administration in Kogi State.
The media in Nigeria must not only
be on the searchlight on alleged corrupt
activities in both National, State Assembly
and expose the fraudulent activities of
some Executive Governors and Local
Government Officials. The media must
also look in the direction of Presidency,
which is reputed to be the Citadel of
Corruption.
Equally worthy of attention are
institutions that lie at the heart of the anti
corruption crusade some of the activities of
these bodies leave much to be desired.
Stories abound of their partiality in the
handling of cases, such bodies must either
retrace their steps and return to work for the
Nigerian people or lose their Legitimacy and
get consigned to the pit of irrelevance and
infamy.
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The Role of the Media in Anti-corruption, Transparency
And Accountability in Elections in Nigeria
By Donatus Okpe

Introduction
It is exceptionally gladdening to be invited by the
Executive Director of Centre for Human Rights and
Conflict Resolution, Mr. Idris Milik Abdul who is
not only my friend of several years but also an
irrepressive partner in human rights activism in
Kaduna right from June 12 election debacle of 1993.
While I was appointed as Editor of Kogi State
Newspaper Corporation, Publisher of The
Graphic, and later as General Manager and
Managing Director, the elsewhile positions that
made me to keep distance from human right
activism and assumed the status of a pro
establishment technocrat, neither persecution nor
economic adversity has robbed Milik of his avowed
commitment to raise the largely docile Nigerians
against human rights violations. As a patriot, I
commend you for your resilience and commitment
to the cause of human freedom.
The organisers of this timely seminar, heralding
the 2019 electioneering year asked me to speak
on the Role of the Media in Transparence and
Accountability in Election in Nigeria.
This is a straight forward and regular media-related
topic that most Nigerian elite are conversant with.
The participants therefore, will not find it difficult
to comprehend, digest the paper and consequently
seek the indispensable partnership with the media
in the effort to make 2019 election free and fair.
But as a prelude to the understanding of this paper,
it is imperative to understand the theoretical
concepts as they relate to the definition of Media,
Transparency accountability, and election. In
most cases, most public discourse in Nigeria larely
dwell on these three concepts namely; Media,
transparency and accountability.

Media and Its Power
For the sake of this audience that is not academicoriented as such, I shall be using media and
communication i n t e r - c h a n g e a b 1 y.
Communications or its channels called media,
according to Awwalu (2005) are essentially
intended “for sharing of information, messages
thoughts and ideas with others through writing,
drawings, painting, sculpture, drama, song and
gestures.” This could be done verbally or non-

//6//
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verbally. It could be visual or electronic. If the
source and receivers are in one place, we call it
interpersonal communication. If the information
from one source, is reaching many people scattered
in places at the same time, we called it mass
communication.
During electioneering, bill boards, hand bills and
posters are means of communication but for the
sake of this seminar, we shall dwell on the mass
media, which are channels for reaching millions of
people the electorate at the same time.
The mass media therefore, are agencies for
collection, collation and dissemination of items of
information through the channel created for such
purpose. They include newspapers, magazines,
radio, television, news agencies and in the recent
time, the emergence of social media, for good or ill,
have conscripted several mediocrities as
journalists under tyrannical phenomenon. If power
is ability to get others to do what you want them to
do to, it means the media are powerful. In one of the
“preface to cover” of the now rested Newswatch
magazine the quintessential Dan Agbese once
wrote that for good or ill, the media have pervasive
influence on their audience. They dictate the
fashion vogue, what we should wear at a particular
time, the food we should eat, the company we
should keep or disregard, the kind of men or
women we should marry, the political parties we
should reject. They stir up violence like what Huludominated radio stations did by calling the Tutsi
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“cockroaches” which should be exterminated in
1994. Consequently a genocide that claimed over
800,000 lives occurred.
Broadly speaking, in a paper titled “the Media and
Development in Nigeria” presented by Abubakar
Sokoto at a conference, with theme, “reporting the
North” he held in 1999, he averred correctly that
“the modem society has elevated the functions of
the mass media beyond the traditional roles of
informing, educating and entertaining the public.”
Indeed contemporary realities have expanded the
functions of mass media in the development of
society to include agenda setting, shaping public
opinion and influencing public policy. When
Abubakar wrote his paper, little did he know that
the social media were on their way to make
everybody an agenda-setter and indeed, put
government and the governed on their toes locally
and globally. The social media, in, addition to the
traditional mass media, have turned the world into
George Orwell's Nineteen Eighty Four where the
Big Brother watches every one negatively or
positively for good or for ill. I shall return to the
three major roles of the mass media in the
contemporary world later.

Transparency
According to Wikipedia dictionary, transparency
refers to openness; open to public scrutiny; having
the property that light passes through it almost
undisturbed, such that one can see it clearly. It has
property in such a manner that theories and
practices are publicly visible thereby reducing the
chances of corruption.
Corruption is a twin brother of a non-transparent
situation. Non transparent conduct of public affairs
including election of candidates, is a killer of
development and that is why there is leadership
crises in a catastrophic propensity all over the subSaharan Africa, particularly Nigeria. Lack of
transparency had done a lot of damage to many
countries. The defunct Soviet Union operated its
policies and programmes with covert proclivities
until retrogression brought her on her knees to the
chagrin of the democratic and transparent western
world. When former President Mikhal Gorberchev
adopted glasnost and perestroika (openness and
restructuring), it was a worthy political suicide
intended to affirm that lack of transparency had
brought political and socio-economic woes to the
then communist enclave. Russia, today, is better
off because in 1991, Gorbachev, brought it out of

//?//

darkness and put some transparent measures in
place to make the country accessible to those
policies and programmes that promote socio
economic growth in the west. The political
restructuring brought out 15 independent nations
out of the defunct Soviet Union. Transparency
pays better than absence of it. We have seen how
lack of transparency have blighted and stunted the
progress ofNigerian.

Accountability
According to Wiktionary, accountability is the
state of being accountable; liable to be called upon
to render an account; accountableness; responsible
for; answerable for; it also refers to obligation or
regulation compelling an officer or other person
for keeping proper record of property, documents
or funds. The person having this obligation may or
may not have actual possession of the documents
or funds.
Accountability is concerned primarily with
records while responsibility is concerned primarily
with custody, care and safe-keeping. I won't want
to say at another time; we are holding the short end
of the political and socio-economic pole, and
indeed, a butt of ridicule of the civilized
democracies because of our abysmal failure to be
responsible and accountable.
Election: it is a process of choosing a leaders or
members of parliament, councilors and other
elective office holders by popular votes. However,
it is left for us to determine whether popular votes
count in the choice of our leaders. From party
primaries to main elections it has been tales of
woes and stories of the survival of the fittest (a
sheer demonstration of Machiavellian principles
of ends justifying the means). The strongest person
could snatched ballot boxes or hire legal
technicities to win an election.

Transparency and accountability during
election
Having known and appreciated the conceptual
frame work of transparency and accountability as
well as election, it is important at this juncture, to
determine whether any forensic scrutiny of our
electoral processes has ever produced
accountability and transparency during election;
let us not deceive ourselves. The democratic values
in advanced democracies place high premium on
transparency and accountability.
This is the more reason why there are hardly post-
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Agenda Setting: The topics of public discussion
are determined by mass media. Once an important
issue has been reported through the instrumentality
of radio, newspaper, responsible social or news
media, it becomes an agendum in public domain for
either acceptance or rejection. For instance INEC
wanted to create more polling units before 2015
general election but there was a publication in
Vanguard newspaper that read ethic and geo
political dichotomy into the issue which compelled
the electoral body to stop the exercise. The
newspaper saw the exercise as a political tool that
would enhance further northern domination of
power.
Shaping Public Opinion: For good or for ill,
negative or positive, the mass media shape public
opinion through awareness and public debates. For
instance, the mass media made president Buhari
more popular during 2015 electoral campaign
primarily on the premise of his stand on anti
corruption crusade as well as his personal integrity.
It was the serious campaign in the media that
compelled northern politicians to accept power
shift in 1999. Since then, the political consequences
of violating rotational presidency have been
unpalatable to those who are concerned. Dr
Goodluck Jonathan largely lost 2015 presidential
election because he violated PDP zoning
arrangement.
Influencing Public Policies: Some Newspapers,
television stations, local and international and news
magazine and electronic media have built their
reputations on influencing public policies and
Programs when there is correctness of editorial
comments and views, responsible government are
compelled to change the direction of their policies
and programs or even terminate them entirely. The
Federal Government under late President Umar
Yar'Adua gave greater attention to Niger -Delta
issues because of sustained media campaign. The
Petroleum Trust Fiend (PTF) was scrapped because
the media viewed it as alternative government
under Obansajo. The June 12 election of 1993 and
the Presidential election of 2015 were relatively
free and fair because the media exposed and raised
local and international consciousness against plans
to subvert peoples sovereignty .The June 12
election was aborted but media pressure sent ex
military President Babangida Packing.
Generally, in the relationship between the
ROLES OF THE MEDIA
As stated earlier, media have agenda- setting roles, government and the governed, the media hold the
capacity to shape public opinion and influence former accountability to the people.
Roles of Media in Electoral Processes: As the
public policies.

election litigation in a transparent and accountable
democracies. Most of us know and we are
conversant with the fact that, from registration of
voters to collation and subsequent release of results,
are fraught with spices of non-transparent checks
and balances. Some of the electoral officers who are
supposed to be accountable in their records, are
sometimes, not only partisan, but also influenced by
pecuniary or corrupt inducement in cash and kind to
accomplish flawed elections. We have had cases
where names of the dead were verified to be on
voters' registers. The manipulations for electoral
fraud, over the years, have the support of some of the
officials of Independent National Electoral
Commission (INEC)
In 2015, humongous amount of money running to
billions of naira was reported to have been
withdrawn from a Commercial Bank in a situation
that was master-minded by the former Minister of
Petroleum Resources Diazane Allison-Madueke
and shared to INEC Officials to influence the 2015
election in favour of a particular Presidential
Candidates and others.
Since then, we thought that the on-going
prosecution of such INEC Officials had laid to rest
such malfeasance; but no one is doubt that in all
subsequent elections including the one done in Ekiti
in August 2018, there were allegations that INEC
Officials and security agents were often induced to
compromise and look the other way when vote
buying machinery were at work at polling units. The
situation is worse when the power to prosecute
electoral offences lies with the police. From what
we have read in papers; INEC had come out to say
that unless vote buyers and their sponsors are
prosecuted, the electoral malfeasance would not
stop. Yet only INEC and security agents could trace
the vote buyers and their sponsors. In all these,
electoral activities, transparency and accountability
appear to be desirable but far from being attained. In
Nigeria, big man syndrome takes over choices and
conscience. The big man syndrome dominates the
power of institutions. With overwhelming influence
of big man syndrome, institutions like INEC and
others are weak in terms of transparency and
accountability. The big man syndrome dictates how
the institutions which ought to be superior to the
mighty men, should operate.

Z/8/Z
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2019 election draws nearer, the media must be
prepared to orientate themselves, reactivate their
ethical values and work out dependable strategies
to monitor each segment of the transition year for
free and fair election .For democracy to thrive in a
congenial atmosphere, the media must be prepared
to help the citizens to make informed choices at
ballot boxes through the instrumentality of
accurate and full information about candidates,
parties and issues.
The media should monitor the voters registration
and registers to ensure that such exercise is not
done to deliberately favor some candidates or
parties. The media must embark on voters
education to enable voters to know when to go to
polling units, when accreditation would starts and
stop, when to cast votes and what to do after casting
votes.
The media should develop the capacity to gather
and disseminate accurate information about
candidates and parties freely, questions and
criticize all political forces including incumbents
and their contenders, without recourse to
censorship, intimidation or political pressures.
Free press or media are indispensable ingredient of
democratic activities.
They should ensure that all the activities of INEC,
security agents, Political parties and other
stakeholders pass forensic, transparent and
accountability test. In a situation where the media
face obstacles, they are at liberty to invoke the
powers of Freedom of Information Act.
The candidates, political parties and other electoral
challengers and pressure groups depend on the
media to present their message to the public. Under
no condition, except where such messages breach
national security, would the media distort or
manipulate them in favor of the candidates or
parties. The security agents should not take
advantage of the amorphous national security to
breach the rights of media organisations to exercise
the right of freedom of expression and to hold
government accountable to people.
The media should be able to monitor security
agents, agents of political parties and INEC
officials to ensure that any plan to subvert the will
of the people is accurately reported.
The media should, for the sake of transparency and
accountability, be allowed to be part of collation
processes and announcement of results.
Electoral holiganism; Snatching of ballot boxes at
gun point, vote-buying, and other forms of rigging
//9//

should be closely monitored as part of watch-dog
roles of the media.
The media should allocate equal space and time to
candidates and parties to enable the electorate to
evaluate and make their choices. Candidate and
parties should not be discriminated against.
Above all, journalists should report the electoral
process and stay alive to tell their stories.
Occupational hazard, has, over the years, put the
lives of journalists and their families on dire strait
in the face of poor remuneration and lack of
insurance cover.

Media Constraints or Limitation
The major constraints of media
professionals are largely within them rather than
outside their purview. The problem ofjournalists is
essentially imbued in their own inability to uphold
ethical and professional values in the face of
proprietorial influence, commercial tyranny,
poverty, ethnic and political influences on editorial
judgement.
Merills (1982:9) describes ethics as “the branch of
philosophy that helps to determine what is right to
do. It is very much a nonnative science of conduct,
with conduct considered primarily as selfdetermined and voluntary. It is a sort of self
legislation and self-enforcement. It is of course,
related to law but it is of different nature.”
I do not want to take you into argument for and
against ethics but it is a pivot or the nerve centre,
around which journalism profession is practised. It
is because of the need for accurate, fair and
balanced reporting that the Nigerian Union of
Joumalists(NUJ), Nigeria Guild of Editors (NGE)
and Nigeria Newspaper Proprietors
Association(NPAN) under the aegis of Nigerian
Press Organisation (NPO) adopted ethical codes of
conduct for journalists in 1978 at Ilorin, Kwara
State. The transformed code adopted on March 28,
1998, harped on editorial independence, accuracy
and fairness, privacy, privilege/Non-disclosure;
decency, discrimination; reward and gratification;
violence; children and minor; Access to
Information Supported by Freedom of Information
Act, Social Responsibility; Plagiarism and copy
right.
But how far are these ethics being enforced. The
fact that the codes of ethics are largely selfenforcing, make some journalists to be lethargic to
them.
The materialistic tendency amidst corruption,
induced poverty, make the society to be filled with
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what Okunna 2003, called “ethical maladies”
We have cases where some journalists published stories
that cannot pass the test of balancing, fairness and
accuracy. We have those who combine public relations
with journalism as long as the highest bidders can pay the
price. We have media organisations who are champions
of ethnic tyranny. The government media cannot be
disentangled from censorship and discrimination against
opposition parties and candidates especially in
electioneering year. Journalists assigned to special beats
including political parties, INEC and Government
Houses often become special breed and they develop the
proclivity to doctor facts in order to survive. According to
Mike Egbon (2006), “the present practice where freedom
is mortgaged is a serious handicap to ethical practice of
journalism in Nigeria.”
How do we expect editorial independence from media
proprietors who are politicians or ethno-religious
irredentist? How do we expect reporters who have not
been paid for years or hired to work without pay, to resist
brown envelopes and do the right thing when they see
octopus vote-buying politicians? Like it happened in
Ekiti, we have government owned media who announced
election results that are not authenticated by INEC. How
do we curtail the tyranny of operators of social media
who bully any one they don't like with fake news and hate
speeches.

//10/Z

Conclusion
A lot of Nigerians have learnt to take the news they get
from social media with a pintch of salt. At least
relatively, they usually look up to the traditional mass
media for authentic stories. In view of this relative
reliable alternative, at the disposal of the people, the
media have a duty to report unbiased, accurate, fair and
balanced report in the course of covering the 2019
elections.

Every journalist that fears God must uphold the ethical
values of his or her profession. This must be done
irrespective of the proprietorial and commercial
pressure especially in election year where fake, slanted
and inaccurate stories could inflame people's
temperament and consequent violence. All stakeholders
in the election processes must be transparent and
accountable in the information dissemination as a means
of having credible and acceptable outcome of 2019
election. Inclusive and participatory elections require a
credible and dependable media to succeed.
The Role of the Media in Transparency And Accountability in
Election in Nigeria
Being a paper presented by Donatus Okpe at@ a seminar on
corruption, Transparency and Accountability in Elections;
Organized by Centre for Human Rights and Conflict
Resolution, Lokoja, in Partnership with Yar'adua Foundation
At Halims Hotel & Towers, Lokoja On September, 24, 2018
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REMARK RY IDRIS MILIKIADDUL, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR CENTRE FOR HUMAN
RIGHTS AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION AT A ONE-DAY WORKSHOP ON THE ROLE OF
MEDIA AND CIVIL SOCIETY ORGANISATIONS (CSOs) ON ANTI-CORRUPTION,
TRANSPARENCY AND ACCOUNTAOILITY IN ELECTIONS ON 24t h SEPTEMDER,
2018 AT HALIMS HOTEL. LOKOIA. KOGI STATE.
Introduction:

corruption associated with the party primaries.
With gratitude to God and a rear privilege to As election also set in, vote buying and selling
address this great audience, this activities kick- is a serious emerging issues and there is need
start our engagement in 2019 general elections. for us to consciously campaign against it.
Corruption and lack of accountability, Our goal in this project is to institutionalise
particularly by aspirants, candidates and Anti-corruption and Accountability in
elected representatives in Nigeria which lead to Nigeria by ensuring necessary political
under-development. The citizens hardly commitment to deepen and spread antiparticipate in the governance process or have corruption, transparency and
the opportunity to hold their elected leaders accountability in Elections.
accountable.
I cannot conclude this remark by not making
The objective of today workshop is to create a reference to the just concluded Bye- Election
platform on our roles as Civil Society of Lokoja-Koton Karfe Federal Constituency
Organisations and Media Practitioners to raise conducted on the 111,1 August, 2018 and relating
awareness on the importance of anti it to the pronouncement of INEC in respect of
corruption, transparency and accountability in Osun State Governorship Election held on
election in Nigeria.
22rd September, 2018. If INEC could declare
We shall create a Whatssap group to encourage that election inconclusive as a result of
further debate and engagement. So far we have cancelled votes, in which the cancelled votes
carried out advocacy visit to some media outnumber the difference between the two
organisations. We shall be engaging on leading political parties as provided for in both
Community dialogue, and Radio Programme INEC guidelines and the Electoral Law in
has also been established called The Nigeria. On what basis was the result of the
Perspective on Radio, the programme that will Bye election declared by the same INEC in
be aired 9:00-10:00am every Monday on Prime Kogi State?
FM.
We call for a thorough investigation by INEC
Civil Society Organisations and the Media are Headquarters on all officials involved in that
active participants in electoral process, and yet declaration, in a situation where 17 polling
they are never contestant as an institutions. units were cancelled as a result of violence and
They are called upon to monitor, observe and destruction of Electoral materials and the
report electoral activities.
difference between the two leading political
What should we be looking out for during the parties run into thousands, yet the same INEC
electoral process, CSOs and the Media, as the declared that result conclusive. We call on the
Political Parties conducts their Primaries and media to further investigate that declaration,
defection, decamping is the order of the day? and we challenged the INEC National
After the Primaries, Candidates will emerged Chairman to make further clarification on that
before the General Elections and these are the declaration.
Candidates the Electorates will be voting for In conclusion, we thank our partner Yar'Adua
despite they were never part of how they Foundation and the support we got from
emerged through inter-party activities.
MacArthur Foundation to make today a reality.
It is crucial for us all to be interested in how Thanks and God bless you all.
party primaries are conducted and the
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REPORT ON THE ONE DAY WORKSHOP ON THE BOLE Of MEDIA AND CIVIL
SOCIETY ORGANIZATIONS (CSOsl ON ANTI-COBROPTION, TRANSPARENCY AND
ACCOUNTABILITY IN ELECTIONS ORGANIZED BY THE CENTRE FOB HUMAN
BIGHTS AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION LCHBCR] ON 2fln SEPTEMBER, 2010 AT
HALIMS HOTEL, LOKOJA, KOGI STATE.
BACKGROUND:
[HIM HR HR’"'" "HTSs COMFUCT RfSOlimOR (CHRCR)
The workshop was organised by
Shebu Mu mi Yar’adua I oundation
Centre for Human Rights and
Conflict Resolution (CHRCR),
CfRTRf fORHB
COHFIICIRFSOI
Lokoja, Kogi State on the Role of
fl ’ "iiu?’"""ITY *H HtCTIOMR_____
TrnTwoH'ii siniii’ ioi»lluaiom**MWI”
Media and Civil Society
Organizations (CSOs) on Anti
corruption, Transparency and
Accountability in Elections with the
goal of institutionalising anti
corruption, transparency and
accountability in Nigeria by
ensuring necessary political
commitments to deepen and spread
anti-corruption, transparency and
Idris Miliki delivering his opening remark during the One-day Workshop on the role of
Media & CSOs in Anti-corruption, Transparency & Accountability in Elections
accountability in elections.
organised by CHRCR on 24th September, 2018 in Lokoja, Kogi State
The workshop started at 10:00am
and had in attendance 55 participants, which cut
across the Print and Electronic Media Practitioners, the representative of the Civil Society
Civil society organizations, Women and Youth Organisations Mrs. Gift Omoniwa of PIBCID and
the representative of Managing Director of Radio
organizations.
Kogi, Alh. Suleiman Ibrahim (Corporation
Secretary). The all lauded the effort of the
OBJECTIVE OFTHE WORKSHOP:
organisers
and promised to collaborate with
The objective of the workshop was to further
CHRCR
in
achieving it goals. They equally
enlighten the CSOs and Media on their Roles in
Anticorruption, Transparency and Accountability expressed their mind on the double standard
in Elections as we approach 2019 general elections adopted by INEC on Kogi Bye Election held on the
11th of August, 2018 and Osun Governorship
in Nigeria.
Election held on 22nd September 2018.

OPENING REMARK:
The Executive Director, Centre for Human Rights
and Conflict Resolution (CHRCR) gave an opening
remark, where he outline the goals of the
organisation and the expected objective it intends to
achieved. He concluded his remarks by urging
National Chairman of Independent Electoral
Commission (INEC) to address Nigerian and Kogi
State in Particular why Kogi Bye elections held on
the IT1’ of August, 2018 was declared conclusive
while the Osun Gubernatorial elections held on 22nd
September 2018 under the same circumstances was
declared inconclusive.

GOODWILL MESSAGES:

PAPER PRESENTATIONS:
First paper on the Role of the Media in
Anticorruption, Transparency and Accountability
in Elections in Nigeria was presented by a veteran
journalist, Donatus Okpe and participants had
opportunities for better clarifications, interaction
after the lecture.
The second Paper on the role of the Civil Society in
Anti-corruption, Transparency and Accountability
in Elections was thereafter delivered by Hamza
Aliyu, Civil Society Leader. Interactive session,
Questions and Answers and plenary discussions all
provided platform for further engagement and
experience sharing.

Goodwill Messages were delivered by the Adeiza
Momoh Jimoh - NUJ Chairman Kogi State Chapter, OBSERVATIONS
//12//
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The following observations were
■ —s*........
made:
• That INEC guidelines and
CWISf-JIHD*
IN ANTI CORRUPTION. TNflNS^ ’ir * *
CMHICnBOll
ACCOUNTABIIITT III lib
I'
Electoral Act for
WH.
conducting elections in
Nigeria were not adhered to
during the Kogi Bye
elections held on the ll'1' of
August, 2018 when
compared to the Osun
D o n a tu s O kp e, fo rm e r M .D . G ra p h ic N e w s p a p e r d e liv e rin g h is p a p e r a t th e O n e -d a y W o rk s h o p
Gubernatorial elections
o n th e ro le o f M ed ia & C S O s in A n ti-c o rru p tio n , T ra n s p a re n c y & A c c o u n ta b ility in E lectio n s
held on 22nd September
o rg a n is e d b y C H R C R o n 24th S e p te m b e r, 2018 in L o ko ja, K o g i S tate
2018.
2018, was declared inconclusive
That the relationship between the Media
That the Media and the Civil Society have
and civil Society is not as expected and the
joint responsibility in anti-corruption,
media does not see themselves as part of
transparency and accountability in
the civil society organisations.
elections. Therefore they must work
That the non-conduct of Local Government
together and built synergy.
Elections in Kogi State in the last two years
The participants demand for the immediate
is tantamount to corruption that negates the
initiation of the process that will lead to the
principle of accountability and democracy
conduct of the Local Government elections
RECOMMENDATION
in Kogi State as provided for in the
The following recommendations were made:
Constitution of Federal Republic of
• INEC as a body needs to explain to the
Nigeria.
people of Nigeria and Kogi State in
OUTCOME:
particular, the rationale behind the
At the end of the meeting, the Media and the
declaration of the Lokoja/Koton Karfe
CSOs agreed to build synergy and work
House Representatives Bye election held on
together in ensuring the political officer
ll"1 August 2018 as conclusive whereas the
holders are held accountable, transparent and
same scenario in the gubernatorial elections
corrupt free in 2019 general elections.
in Osun state held on the 22nd September
A Whatssap group was also created for further
debate and discussion on
anticorruption, transparency
and accountability in elections.
sbehu

mo mmt

stFTimm. 2019 lli-T*'

PROMPT

FOR RIGHTS PI
I PEACE BI.

CONCLUSION:
Participant applauded the effort of
the organiser as the Media and the
CSOs agreed to build synergy,
stressing that the whatssap platform
created will help them to further
engage on debate and discussion in
anticorruption, transparency and
accountability as the pre-election
activities to 2019 general elections
had commenced.
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Miliki & others at the Hightable during the One-day Workshop on the role of
Media & CSOs in Anti-corruption, Transparency & Accountability in Elections
organised by CKRCR on 24th September, 2018 in Lokoja, Kogi State

Miliki explaining the goal at the One-day Workshop on the role of Media
& CSOs in Anti-corruption, Transparency & Accountability in Elections
organised by CKRCR on 24th September, 2018 in Lokoja, Kogi State

HCCOUHTHBI1__

Donatus Okpe, former M. D. Graphic Newspaper making his presentation
during the One-day Workshop on 24th September, 2018 in Lokoja, Kogi State

Adeiza Momoh Jimoh, Kogi State NUJ Chairman making his remarks
during the One-day Workshop on 24th September, 2018 in Lokoja, Kogi State

Alh. Suleiman Ibrahim, representative of the M.D. Kogi State Radio making his
remarks during the One-day Workshop on 24th September, 2018 in Lokoja, Kogi State

Participants at the One-day Workshop on the role of Media & CSOs
in Anti-corruption, Transparency & Accountability in Elections
organised by CHRCR on 24th September, 2018 in Lokoja, Kogi State

Participants at the One-day Workshop on the role of Media & CSOs in Anti-corruption, Transparency & Accountability in Elections
organised by Centre for Human Rights & Conflict Resolution (CHRCR) on 24th September, 2018 in Lokoja, Kogi State
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Piloto news
ONE-DAY WORKSHOP ON THE ROLE OF MEDIA & CSOS IN ANTI-CORRUPTION, TRANSPARENCY & ACCOUNTARIUTY IN ELECTIONS
ORGANISED DY CENTRE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS & CONFLICT RESOLUTION (CHRCRl ON 24TH SEPTEMDER, 2018 IN LOKOJA,
KOGI STATE IN PARTNERSHIP WITH YAR’ADUA FOUNDATION WITH THE SUPPORT OF MACARTHUR FOUNDATIDN

Mrs. Gift Omoniwa of ActionAid making her remarks during
the One-day Workshop on 24th September, 2018 in Lokoja, Kogi State

Prince Frdiday Ogungbemi making his contribution during
the One-day Workshop on 24th September, 2018 in Lokoja, Kogi State

Prof. Taiye & other INEC Staff during the public presentation of INEC
Persons with Disabilities framework, September, 2018, Abuja

CHRCR Secretariat staffs during the One-day Workshop
on 24th September, 2018 in Lokoja, Kogi State

Hajia Idiat Hudu, Chairperson AGDU Women wing Lokoja branch delivering
her remark during the Ohon Cultural display, Lokoja, September 2018

Chief Elegunja, the Regent of Aiyegunle Gbedde Mallam Isiaka Umar delivering
his remark during the Ohon Cultural display, Lokoja, September 2018
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Display of Traditional Wedding during
the Ohon Day Cultural display, Lokoja, September 2018
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ROLE OF THE CIVIL SOCIETY IN ANTI-CORRUPTION,
TRANSPARENCY AND ACCOUNTARILITY IN ELECTIONS
B y H a m z a A liy u

INTRODUCTION
The Civil society has played the most vital if not one
of the most vital role in the success and
achievements of Nigeria's fourth attempt at
democratic experiment. They were at the frontline
during the sometimes brutal struggle to roll back the
rampaging military, who had made it their past time
to encroach on the political governance of the
nation. Many activists literally lost life and limb
and the quest to ensure that all Nigerians had the
opportunity to partake in who governs the nation.
We can never forget names like Beko Ransom Kuti,
Olisa Agbakoba, Chima Ubani, Wole Soyinka,
who literally came face to face with the worst of our
military dictators and some of them paid the
ultimate price for their efforts. Their goal, to
summarise it mildly, was to provide the “dividend
of democracy” for Nigerians.
“dividend of democracy”. This phrase has come to
represent our collective expectations for all the
trials, tribulations and efforts that all of us put in to
make our democratic experiment work. Sadly
though, our half baked, small minded, childish
politicians run wildly with this phrase, in an attempt
at providing our poverty ridden, psychologically
traumatized citizens, something to cling on to in
hopeless desperation. They tell them that these
dividends include roads, infrastructure, portable
water, schools, jobs, etc. In their hysteria to
manipulate the thinking of the citizen, the politician
fails to even realized the error in his unintellectual
attempt at redefining what democracy is.
so then if the “dividend of democracy” isn't roads,
infrastructure, portable water, schools, jobs, etc,
then what is it?
Four key principles—accountability,
transparency, participation, and
inclusion—have in recent years become nearly
universal features of what must be derivable from
an democracy.
So who or what constitutes THE CIVIL
SOCIETY?
According to Study.com,
civil society is
comprised of groups or organizations working in
the interest of the citizens but operating outside of
the governmental and for-profit sectors.
Organizations and institutions that make up civil

Hamza Aliyu

society include labor unions, non-profit
organizations, churches, media and other service
agencies that provide an important service to
society but generally ask for very little in return.
It is sometimes referred to as “the third sector”,
outside government and the business.
Civil society is a "space" whose function is to
mediate between the individual and the State In
advanced and virile democratic systems these
institutions supplement formal processes such as
voting and help citizens shape the culture, politics,
and economies of their nation.
Civil society is seen as the cumulus of voluntary,
self-generating, at least partially selfsupporting, and autonomous associations
different from the state, business and family and
bound by a legal order or set of shared rules that is
open to the public.
It is known as the third sector because it serves as a
vibrant social intermediary between the state,
business and family.
Civil society is synonymous to democratic
governance, which explicitly is about providing
social security, expanding and advocating for
economic opportunities, rule of law, freedom of
press, nipping in the bud ethno-religious violence,
provision of basic infrastructural facilities,
guarantee of oppositions, and a regular free and fair
election.
However, because the state represents the interest
of the ruling class, whose interest is to perpetually
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control the apparatus of state power and machinery
of government at all cost, the interest of the people
especially in emerging democracies in Africa tend
to be disregarded.
CATEGORIZATION OF CIVIL SOCIETY
ORGANIZATIONS IN NIGERIA
Different types of civil society organizations
(CSOs) exist in contemporary Nigeria. Although
establishing quantitatively, the exact number of
CSOs in modem Nigeria is difficult due to their
diverse nature and paucity of data. However, it is
easy to categorize and dimension the various CSOs
in Nigeria using some criteria
These include;
• primary or primordial groups,
• secondary associations,
• grass-root organizations,
• issued based groups and Non-govemmental
Organization.

Primary or primordial groups are usually socio
cultural, ethnic, and religious and ethnic based.
Examples of associations within this group are
Afenifere, Ohaneze Ndi Igbo, Arewa Consultative
Forum and Ijaw Youth Movement. The era of
military dictatorship in Nigeria, they helped to
mobilize its people and take a decision on a given
state policy
The secondary or middle level associations are
socio-economic, professionally and labour based
groups. Also inclusive in this category are business
groups including the organized private sector
associations. Specific examples include
Manufacturer Association of Nigeria (MAN),
National Association of Nigerian Students
(NANS), and Women in Nigeria (WIN), Market
Women Association of Nigeria (MWAN), and
Women Advancement Forum (WAF). In addition,
the numerous professional associations like Nigeria
Medical Association, Nigeria Bar Association
(NBA), Trade Union Congress (TUC) Nigeria
Labour Congress (NLC), Academic Staff Union of
Universities (ASUU), and Nigeria Union of
Journalists (NUJ) also fall under the secondary or
middle level CSOs in Nigeria
Grass-root based CSOs include community based
organizations (CBO), Community Development
Association (CDA) and Age grades associations, it
also include diverse local associations of survival,
recreation, development support and mutual
support groups
Issue based groups on the other hand comprise
//17//

advocacy groups, gender, youth empowerment,
environmental groups and rights associations.
Examples of CSOs within this category
are;Society for women and AIDS in Africa
(SWAAN), Journalist against Aid (JAAIDS).

The most diverse and complex strand of CSOs in
Nigeria is the Non-governmental Organization
(NGO) sector. With over 10,000 in the 1990s, it has
leapfrogged to over 100,000 in the fourth republic.
NGOs can be sub-categorized into advocacy
organizations, public awareness and
communications organizations, social service and
Welfare organizations, human capital
development, action research, humanitarian
assistance and peace building groups.
HISTORY OF CIVIL SOCIETY ENGAGEMENT
IN HOLDING GOVERNANCE
ACCOUNTABLE
Pre Independence and Independence era (19001979)
During the colonial epoch in Nigeria, associational
groups like the Nigerian
Student Association (NAN), Egbe Omo Oduduwa,
Jamatu Arewa, Nigeria Trade and Labour Unions,
Tin Miners Association of Nigeria, Association of
Nigerian Coal Workers, Muslim and Christian
(Faith based) organizations helped to stimulated
and galvanize collective force that laid the
foundation for civil society in Nigeria
With the granting of independence to Nigeria by
Great Britain on the Is' October 1960, the emergent
political leaders attempted, as expected of any
democratic state, to deepen the growth and
development of democratic culture by providing a
virile space for the existence of civil society
organizations but the efforts of the post
independent leaders were scuttled by Military
intervention in Nigerian politics in 1966.
Thus, from 1966 to 1979, Nigeria was under
successive military regimes that were highly
dictatorial and anti-civil society. Although very
few existed during this era, they were very vocal
and confrontational despite military intimidation.
One of the most popular organizations was the
KALAKUTA REPUBLIC headed by the Late
Fela.
With support from international civil society or
organizations, many local civil society
organizations in Nigeria began to agitate for the
return to civilian rule
Members of civil society groups organized mass
campaigns and encouraged strike actions. With
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their support, the then military head of state,
General Olusegun Obasanjo, returned Nigeria to a
democratic government following the election of
Alhaji Shehu Shagari as President of the Federal
Republic of Nigeria in late 1979.

1979-1983
Shagari's administration also known as the Second
Republic (1979-1983) was characterized by the
resurgence and proliferation of civil society
organizations. CSO helped to expose some corrupt
politicians while others were engaged in mass
socio-political mobilization. In spite of the success
of democratization processes in Nigeria during
President Shehu Shagari's administration, the
military in a coup d'etat on the 31s’ December 1983
removed the government, thereby terminating the
second republic.

1983-1999
The General Muhammadu Buhari regime, had little
tolerance for dissenting voices and mercifully only
lasted 22 months
General Ibrahim Bangida's regime marked a
turning in the history of civil society movement in
Nigeria for several reasons:
Firstly, the military regime of Ibrahim B.
Babangida (1985-1993) was the longest lasting
military regime, ever in the history of post-colonial
Nigeria. This unsavoury scenario created immense
challenge for the growth and development of civil
society. Through military fiat, Babangida banned
all kinds of political or public gatherings,
imprisoned human rights activists and civil society
advocates. For instance, members of the Nigerian
Labour Congress, (NLC) shortly after their
nationwide protest of December 1987 had many of
its union leaders imprisoned.
Members of the Nigerian Medical Association,
(NMA), Academic Staff Union of University
(ASUU) faced similar threats and attacks. Besides,
the regime adoption of the neoliberal economic
policies of the Structural Adjustment Program
(SAP) as recommended by the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) and Word Bank heightened
the economic and social woes of Nigerians and this
increased the tempo of civil society activism as
many associations rose to challenge this harsh
economic policies. In fact, the policies of SAP
culminated to the retrenchment and massive
unemployment in country coupled with astronomic
rise in prices of basic food items in the midst of a
depreciated national currency value.
Another issue to the above was the anti-democratic

October, 2018

posture of Ibrahim Babangida, particularly in his
lack of interest in the transition process. Although
he did set up the transition machinery, he oscillated
between dictatorship and democracy. This reached
its climax with the annulment of the June 12 1993
presidential election that was described by both
local and international observers as the fairest and
freest election ever conducted in Africa and was
proclaimed to have been won by business mogul,
MKO Mushood Abiola.
In addition, Babangida suspended all judicial
deliberations relating to the election results and
abolished the electoral commission. This act of
autocracy was condemned by all civil society and
prodemocracy groups in Nigeria. Consequently,
civil society organizations organized massive
nation-wide protests which almost brought the
country to a standstill. This led the regime to setup
a public bureau to work in collaboration with few
Civil society organizations to tour the country and
gather the opinion and inputs of Nigerians on the
Structural Adjustment Program. At the end of the
nationwide tour and consultation, over 27,000
suggestions were gathered. The regime also
created the Directorate of social mobilization
(DSM), Directorate for Mass Mobilization, Social
Justice and Economic Recovery (MAMSER) and a
Public Complaint Commission (PCC) these
institutions were saddled with the responsibility of
civic education and mass mobilization, economic
and social justice, and aggregation of public
complains. These institutional mechanisms were
created as a response to the relentless and dogged
confrontational approach of the civil society
groups.
By 1989, two vocal human rights civil society
organizations were formed. These include the
Committee for the Defence of Human Rights
(CDHR) formed with the mandate to free political
prisoners and Civil liberties organization (CLO)
saddled with the responsibilities of human rights
protection, judicial freedom and advancement of
the rule of law. CLO and CDHR treated cases of
people detained through military decrees. In 1990
following increased commitments and public
pronouncements of General Babangida to organize
election and return the nation to civil rule, CDHR
and CLO merged to form the Campaign for
Democracy (CD) with the mission to articulate
holistic political agenda that will end military rule,
organize protests that will end SAP and to
champion a common course for all civil society
groups in the country through mass mobilization.
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Retrospectively, the Campaign for Democracy
(CD) immensely provided the final push that led to
the ultimate “stepping aside” of General Ibrahim
Babangida in 1993. However, the exit of the
military did not bring the desired succor that civil
society groups had clamored for. This was because
he refused to hand over power to the presumed
winner of the June 12 1993 presidential election
but instead for a kangaroo Interim National
Government(ING) headed by Chief Ernest
Shonekan. The formation of an ING angered many
prodemocracy groups and many went to court to
challenge the legitimacy of the ING. This led to the
ruling of a federal high court in Lagos that declared
the Shonekan Led ING as illegal and declared that
the mandate of Abiola should be validated.
Unfortunately, this never came to fruition as
Genaral Sani Abacha, the only military member of,
and secretary to the ING usurped power from chief
Ernest Shonekan after three months and returned
the country to another era of horrendous military
dictatorship characterized with hallucination of
civil society organizations, arrests, imprisonment
and hanging of human rights and prodemocracy
activists.
During the military regime of late General Sani
Abacha, in Nigeria, (1993-1998), the National
Democratic Coalition, (NADECO) was an
amalgamation of principal civil society and
prodemocracy groups that organized massive
protests to defend the democratic transition
program.

FOURTH REPUBLIC
•

•

United Action for Democracy (UAD)
Nationwide protest on Local Government
Autonomy/Elections in 2002
Save Nigeria Group agitations for rule of
law following the protracted illness and
subsequent death of President Umaru
Musa Ya'adua in 2009
Similarly in 2012, the Save Nigerian
Group demonstrated openly against the
removal fuel subsidy in Nigeria. The group
with other civil society groups like the
Occupy Nigeria Group (ONG), Citizens
for Good Governance (CGG), Arise for
Change (AFC) and Women Arise for
Change Initiatives (WACI) joined in one of
the largest demonstrations in Lagos since
June 12, 1993 to demand for an end to the

removal of fuel subsidy by the Nigerian
Government

WHAT IS THE ROLE OF THE CIVIL
SOCIETY IN ACCOUNTABILITY AND
TRANSPERANCY IN GOVERNANCE
Civil society is sine qua non with liberal
democracy. As a social force, civil society
organizations have multiplicity of role to play
within any democratic society. They help to
deepen good governance by providing certain
basic services which the state and private sector
may be unable to provide. Some of these services
include
• public policy and advocacy, regulation and
monitoring of state performance and the
action and behavior of public officials;
• building social capital and enabling
citizens to identify and articulate their
values, beliefs, civic norms, and
democratic practices,
• mobilizing particular constituencies
especially the vulnerable and marginalized
section of masses, to participate more fully
in politics and public affairs,
• By development work to improve the
wellbeing of their own and other
communities
Some other roles include
• to engage in the design, monitoring and
implementation of public projects and
budgeting
• act as critical lubricants and observers in
state articulation of state budgets by
ensuring that such budgets either at the
federal, state and local levels are peopleoriented and gendered
The essence of this is to also ensure that the
implementation of national budgets are transparent
while advocacy to agencies and ministries in
which capital and recurrent expenditures are
budgeted for are judiciously utilized.
Within the ambit of rule of law, civil society
organizations are to discover and make public,
cases of corruption by people entrusted with
government authority in budget implementation
and to also advise government appropriately in
budget designs at the initial stage
Through consistent advocacy and monitoring of
actions and behavior of public officials, civil
society organizations deepen the growth and

Conf d on page 22
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Police Governance and the Legislative Oversight Function of Parliament:
An Overview of the National Assemblv's Efforts at Police Reform since 1999
By Umar Aminu Ph.D. Dept. ofPolitical Science, Faculty of Social Sciences, National Open University ofNigeria (NOUN)

Objectives of Presentation
□ To appraise NASS efforts on Police Reform
□ To highlight issues relating to provisions of the
Police Reform Bill (SB:682) undergoing
legislative process
□ To expose salient issues in the Police Act
□ To provoke thought towards positive CSOs
advocacy/strategies for action on the pending
Police Reform Bill before NASS
Nigeria Police Force
□ Established by Section 214,215 &216ofthel 999
constitution as amended
□ Police Act of 1943 - with all its subsequent
amendments.
□ The Police Act makes provision for the
organisation, discipline, powers and duties of the
police, the special constabulary and the traffic
wardens. [1967No. 41.] [1st April, 1943].
□ Numerous legislations by NASS as provided by
Section 214 (2) (c) of the 1999 constitution

„

.

Ibrahim Idris - IGP

□ Rising rate ot crime
□ Promotion & Welfare
□ Insurgency, terrorism, banditry, kidnapping,
vandalism, etc. growing at alarming rate
Police Act-Duties of the Police
□ Concerns about police brutality - SARS, etc.
According to the Police Act, the duties of the police □ Mutual mistrust between the Nigeria Police Force
shall be:
& the citizenry, etc.
□ Prevention and detection of crime,
□ Apprehension of offenders,
NASS & Police Reform
□ Preservation of law and order, the protection of Numerous legislations as provided by Section 214
life and property and the due enforcement of all (2) (c) of the 1999 constitution
& Bills under
laws and regulations with which they are directly consideration from 1999 - Date. E.g.
charged
□ Police Service Commission Act 2000
□ ... and shall perform such military duties within or
(Amendment) Bill 2012 Sen. Banabas Gemade 16
outside Nigeria as may be required of them by, or
May 2012 (SB. 159)
under the authority of this or any other Act.
□ Nigeria Police Reform Trust Fund (est, etc) Bill
•A The Act provides comprehensive provisions that
2012 Executive 4 July 2012 (SB. 189)
gives the police upper hand in security matters or □ Robbery and Firearms (Special Provisions) Act
crime control andprevention in the country
CAP R 11 LFN 2011 (Amendment) Bill 2013 Sen.
Chris Ngige 17 Sept. 2013 (SB 354)
Police Sector Accountability Institutions
□ Police (Investigation of Death & Serious Injuries
□ National Assembly
Bill 2012 Sen. Paulker (SB.149)
□ Nigeria Police Council
□ Police Act (Repeal & Re-enactment) Bill - (SB. 41
□ Ministry of Interior
), sponsored by Sen. Victor Ndoma-Egba, 15 Sept.
□ Police Service Commission
2011 23rd Nov. 2011 - Referred - Police Affairs □ Nigeria Police Force.
Report Laid on 6th June. 2012 by Sen. Paulinus
S However, there are concerns on effective
Igwe (Ebonyi Central) - Joint Committee
coordination among these institutions
□ A Bill for an Act to Alter the Constitution of the
Federal Republic of Nigeria (1999) to provide for
WHY POLICE REFORM?
the Establishment of State Police and related
□ Police Act 1943 with all its subsequent
matters, 2016 - Sponsored by Hon. Abiodun
amendments can no longer meet contemporary
Awoleye Dada - WForce & Service was
security challenges facing the country
substituted, state police dropped.
//20//
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□ “Constitutional (Alteration) Bill, 2018” sponsored An officer who has carried out a search must make a
by the Deputy Senate President, Senator Ike written record unless it is not practicable to do so,
Ekweremadu, and 75 other Senators on State Police including situations where the number of persons to
□ “Constitutional (Alteration) Bill, 2018 Cap. 23, be searched is large or in situations involving public
Laws of the Federation of Nigeria 2004 to delete disorder.
item 45 from the exclusive legislative list
□ The records must be completed and signed by the
- Grant the National Assembly and State Houses of
officer and person being searched on the spot and
Assembly the power to make laws with respect to the
a copy to be given to the person being searched or
creation, formation and control of Police and other
the vehicle driver if it is a vehicle
Government security Services in Nigeria - Sponsored □ A searched person may refuse to collect a search
by Hon. Femi Gbajabiamila
record that his signature is not appended on.
□ A police officer shall take and record for the
purposes of identification the measurements,
Police Reform Bill - SB.682
photographs and fingerprint impression of all
Summary of Issues:
persons who may from time to time be in lawful
J Replaces the nomenclature of the “ Nigerian
custody.
Police Force” with the “Nigerian Police”
□ Where in exercise of the police duty a person is
J Defines the duties of the IGP and Principal
shot, wounded or killed, the officer commanding
Officers
the operation shall record the number of those
J Prohibits a Police Officer from being the
wounded or killed, the names of such victims or
prosecutor in a matter for which he/she
their description as much as possible and efforts
participated in order to promote a sense of
taken to ensure hospitalization of the wounded or
justice
properpreservation of the dead.
J Provides for the bail of persons arrested □ Police officers who have distinguished
without a warrant
themselves with their outstanding performance
J Criminalizes the consumption of alcohol while
in the discharge of their duties shall be duly
on official duty
honoured and recognized for their gallant and
J Establishes a Community Police Forum and
exemplary service in any of the following ways: Board in all States of the Federation which
Honour?- especially lower rank, public
comprise of community representatives
presentation of awards and celebrate
J Establishes a Divisional and State Police Board
outstanding performance by its officers as well
J Establishes authority responsible for the
as to remember theirfallen
receipt of complaints from the public against □ While still in service, a police officer shall not
police officers
directly be involved in managing and running
any private business or trade except farming
Police Reform Bill - SB.682
□ The Bill also deals with the establishment of State
A Bill for an Act to Repeal the Police Act CAP P18
Community Police Forums and Boards though
LFN 2004 and enact the Police Reform and for
laudable, care should be exercise not to conflict
related matters, 2018(SB.682), sponsored by SEN.
with the current security committees established
BALA IBN NAALLAH (Kebbi South), passed the
in most states or Police Community Relations
second reading
Committee (PCRC)
> The bill seeks to establish Nigeria Police
organization to be known as the Nigeria Police Police Reform: Issues
to replace the Nigeria Police Force
□ Powers ofthe President-IGP
> The Bill outlines the roles and duties of the
□ Duties ofthe IGP-To what extent?
Police hierarchy and introduce a Responsibility
□ State Police - Overzealous Executives?
Clause
□ Poor Funding-Police not getting enough
> There shall be assigned to every Police
“You give Nigeria Police N20 billion as
Division at least 1 Police Officer that is budgetary allocation when they require about
qualified to practice as legal practitioner in N300 billion. “Even the N20 billion is not fully
accordance with the Legal Practitioners Act released. It is sometimes between 40 per
cent
Cap LI 1 LFN2004
and 50per cent. “So, will State Police do better? Sen.
When a person is arrested without a warrant, he shall be Abu Ibrahim
taken before a court which has jurisdiction with respect
-Premium Times, 22ndJuly, 2018; The
to the offence with which he is charged as soon as Nation, 23"' July, 2018.
practicable after he is taken into custody
/M/
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□
□
□

States: Pay salaries or Police?
course school: The number of police students
Reduce Federal Allocation and Give more to
attending courses at any refresher course
school shall normally not exceed 130
States - How feasible?
Nigeria Police Force operates in deficit of
90,000 police officers, notwithstanding the on Police Band: Police Band and corps of drums
going move to recruit 10,000 personnel into the
□ Section 242. Fees for private engagements
force - Senator Abu Ibrahim
The fees to be charged for private
engagements are as follows- (a) in respect of
Balance State Police against fears of
politicisation of police activities, arms
the Police Central Band, or a section thereof,
N 15,40k per hour or part thereof; (b) in
proliferation and bias - Minister of Justice,
respect of a police band or corps of drums, or
Abubakar Malami
a section thereof, Nil per hour or part thereof
General Duty Policy - Should be abolished to
- Though IG enjoy power to make rules in
provide for specialization
this respect
□ Section 243. Transport fees (1) In addition to
Salient Issues: Police Act & Gender
the engagement fee, an additional fee of forty
□ Section 124. Women police to apply for
kobo per 1.67 kilometres (the mileage to
permission to marry — Exposes the officer to
include the return journey) shall be charged
public approval — Reform criminals or ex
in respect of each police vehicle used for the
convicts may not many woman police
transportation of the band or corps of drums
□ Section
125. No special privileges to be
to the place of the engagement.
granted to married women police
□ Section 268. Establishment of Station
■ A married woman police
Charge Room
officer shall not be granted any
special privileges by reason of
V No clause such asfully equipped with modern
the fact that she is married,
facilities i.e. Computers, Satellite, etc.
and shall be subject to posting
and transfer as if she were
unmarried.
- Values and
V Use ofDronefor surveillance -Kidnapping,
Insurgency, etc.
Tradition, etc.
□ Section 232. Number of students at refresher

□
□

Cont’d from page

19 ROLE OF CSOs IN ANTI CORRUPTION, ACCOUNTARILITY

consolidation of democratic culture by nipping in the
bud bureaucratic red tapes which often culminate to
waste of state resources and unscrupulous attitudes
of public officers. Besides, through this means,
efficiency in democratic governance is maintained.

CONCLUSION
There is no gain saying that the nation's democratic
experiment has recorded monumental successes
since 1999, especially with the successes of the
2015 elections. These successes, which form the
building blocks for sustenance and entrenchment
Civil society enhances the sustenance and of good governance, could not have come without
consolidation of participatory governance through: the immeasurable contributions of Civil Society
Organizations and activists.
• voter education,
This does not mean that the civil society has no
election observation,
dark side to it. However whether we could have
campaign finance monitoring,
gotten this far without this Third sector is an
election tribunal monitoring,
hypothesis
that may never be validly determined.
electoral reform advocacy,
conflict mitigation,
BEING A PAPER PRESENTED BY HAMZA
access to justice,
ALIYU,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, INITIATIVE
public interest litigation,
FOR GRASSROOTADVANCEMENT(INGRA)
budget tracking,
AT THE 1 DAY CIVIL SOCIETY-MEDIA
constituency outreaches, as well as
WORKSHOP ON ACCOUNTABILITY AND
research and documentation in thematic TRANSPARENCY IN ELECTION ORGANIZED
areas of democracy and governance
BY CENTRE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS AND

CONFLICT RESOLUTION (CHRCR)
imii
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Aiyegunle Gbede Women Wing Organised Cultural Festival
rBf

J

OHON CULTURAL PRACTICES: THE PLACE OF
TRADITIONAL FOODS AND SNACKS ON SPECIAL
OCCASIONS IN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT.
Speech By Pastor Seth E. Oforurtyomi At "Ohon Cultural
Display" Celebration Organized By The Lokoja Women
Wing Of Ayegunle-Gbede Descendant Union, Saturday
29th September, 2018.

Courtesies

1. PREAMBLE:
While-thanking Lokoja Women Wing of Ayegunle-Gbede Descendant
Union (AGDU) for inviting me to speak on this special occasion to show
case some
of our traditional foods
and
snacks tagged "OHON
CULTURAL DISPLAY", I wish to say that I may have gone a little bit
( beyond what our women may be expecting. I have chosen my topic
above to briefly relate the occupation of our people with some of our
'economic endeavours - Whilst our men are mainly farmers, some of the
1 products from farming form the basis of the economic activities of our
women. The type of food and snacks our people eat are linked to the
farm products such as yams, beans, Guinea corn, maize, oil palms,
cassava, plantain etc. May I congratulate our women at this juncture
for bringing back to us in today's event, the foods and snacks
associated with our people and, of course, the role they play in the
economy of our people. It is a thing of regret though, that some of the
snacks are no longer made available as will be highlighted below.
Perhaps it is appropriate hereto explain a little bit the name "OHON".
History tells us that the nine villages of Agbara, Agoh, Akure, Eguru,
Eshe, Iqah, Ilesho, Ofede and Okeleti (listed alphabetically) that settled
at the present site used to trade at the market place beside an 'Ohon'
(Osan) tree long before they moved to the site. The market named
"Oja Ohon" (Osan market) thus became synonymous with the name of
the settlement there founded in 1927. It was in February 1928 that the
settlement was named AYEGUNLE-GBEDE. A tenth village, IluhafonGbede, has since partly moved to Ayegunle-Gbede.
• ■*.

*■x
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PEOPLE OF AYEGUNLE-GBEDE

As has been stated a’bove, Ayegunle-Gbede people are
majorly farmers and products from the farms form the' basis of their
economic activities. These activities result from some sort of
processing and general trading in various goods coming from
internal and external sources. It must not be forgotten that some
economic trees and cash crops like cocoa, cola nuts, cashew nuts,
pepper, oranges etc add to the sources of money generated by our
farmers. Yet crops like yams, maize, beans, Guinea corn, wall nuts,
plantain, oranges, bananaymelons, palm products, etc though very
profitable cash generating crops, are the main sources of food and
snacks for our people.
Most of our social
engagements like
marriages, house
warming and dedication, anniversaries of various kinds, burials and
special community development works attract various kinds of food
and snacks. It is evident that some of these events have become
money-making occasions for women especially. The foods and
snacks at such occasions do not come only from hosts of these
events, but also from those who see the occasions as profitable for
business. What you get apart from solid food on such occasions
include snacks made from beans or guinea corn or maize such as
Akara papa, adun (ajiere) ^olele, moin-moin, akurugbv,ekuru, akara
dindin elepo, popoio onidin (made with kernel oil) ogi, eko (agidi),
ori etc. It is sad to say that some of these are not being made. On
the contrary when you travel outside our area towards Ibadan
passing through some Yoruba states, you come across "Akara Osu"
and fried plantain being sold on the high way. There is "Akara
//23//
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uemy suiu on tne nign wav.
mere is "Akara
Ogbomoso" also travelers rush to buy. When you travel through
Omu-Aran, you are pestered to buy "Adun""Gari Ijebu" is another
new package of gari now commonly sold as a speciality outside
Ogun State. One wonders why then "Akara papa" or "Akurugbu" or
"Ajiere" cannot be packaged as snacks in Lokoja or in Abuja or in
Lagos. Why is "OPa" of Igala land sold in Lokoja and not limited to
Igala land?
_______________________
c jik j

I pray the eyes of Ayegun!e-Gbede citizens will open to
economic opportunities that can change destinies for better.
Let our people at home and abroad begin to recognize Godgiven opportunities that can bring correct money to their
pockets. Today's "Ohon Cultural Display" is a unique occasion
to wet the appetite of guests as well as hosts by our women
as we are offered, at cheap prices, our traditional foods and
snacks.

When such occasions as are mentioned above take
place traditional music accompany them to the delight of
guests. Drumming itself is another art that gets along our
various
celebrations.
The
"Ogbele"
music
by
women
on
marriage
occasions
is
cultural.
The
drumming
that
accompanies workers when a major work like roadmaking and
building public houses like schools and health institutions is
also cultural
and traditional. The drumming
at the
King's
palace is cultural and traditional. Shouldn't we
resuscitate
these activities that are
cultural? I hope we will have a taste
of some of these here today. I am convinced that it is all of
us, citizens of Ayegunle-Gbede everywhere, that must blaze
the trail of popularizing our special foods and snacks for our
social and economic advantage. We can do it, say'0'yes"'and
AmerTwith me. Yo se se L'agbara Olorun, Amin.

3.

CONCLUSION:

I may have presented
a speech that looks like preaching.
However I didn't want to preach
but to acknowledge the
efforts of our women and their sponsors. Beyond this, we
must begin to tell ourselves that we can still improve our life
economically and socially using our traditional and cultural
ceremonies where special food and snacks can bring in some
money to us.

And

beyond

our

home

who

environment,

say

we

cannot

package and sell our special snacks even for away from our

home town?

us

Let

export our

music and

our foods

and

snacks.

make a further appeal that our self help

I wish to
efforts

to

continue.

give

steady and

Should

blocks for his/her

anyone
house,

timely

help

of

us

be

let

us

rally

to

ourselves

involved
round

must

in

moulding

by

massively

helping to do whatever we can do physically, financially or
morally to help. This can be done wherever we are and not

only in Ayegunle-Gbede. That town was founded with that
spirit of love for one another with the commitment to the

good of everyone else as our brother's keeper. A o kore oko
dele o I'agfc^fa Olorun Oba wa, Amin. Thank you for giving
me your ears.
//24//
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KOGI STATE GOVERNMENT
012300100100 BUREAU OF INFORMATION AND GRASSROOTS
MOBILIZATION YEAR 2018 EXPENDITURE BUDGET DETAILS
Economic
Budget 2017
Actual 2017
21010101 SALARY
83,920,868
0
Sub-Total
83,920,868
0
OVERHEAD COSTS
22020102 TRAVEL AND TRANSPORT
4,000,000
0
22020201 INTERNET ACCESS CHARGES
150,000
0
22020206 SATELLITE BROADCASTING
204,000
0
ACCESS CHARGES
22020301 OFFICE
1,000,000
0
STATIONERY/COMPUTER CONSUMABLE
22020303
500,000
0
NEWSPAPERS/SUBSCRIPTIONS
22020315 PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS
83,091
0
22020316 GRAPHIC ARTS
120,000
0
22020401 MAINTENANCE OF MOTOR
1,000,000
0
VEHICLE/TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT
22020402 MAINTENANCE OF OFFICE
1,000,000
0
FURNITURE AND FITTINGS
22020404 PURCHASE/MAINTENANCE
250,000
0
OF PLANTS/GENERATORS
22020405 MAINTENANCE OF OFFICE
4,000,000
0
EQUIPMENT
22020501 LOCAL TRAINING
4,000,000
0
22020506 KOGI STATE GRASSROOTS
50,000,000
1,717,000
MOBILIZATION
22020679 OFFICE AND GENERAL
200,000
40,000
EXPENSES
22020696 ASSISTANCE TO NIGERIA
700,000
0
LEGION -EX SERVICEMEN
22020704 CONSULTANCY SERVICES
300,000
0
22020722 PUBLIC RELATIONS
1,000,000
0
22020766 INDUSTRIAL
500,000
0
TRAINING/ATTACHMENT
22020801 MOTOR VEHICLE FUEL COST
200,000
0
22020803 PLANTS/GENERATOR FUEL
1,000,000
106,650
COST
22020901 BANK CHARGES (OTHER
100,000
0
THAN INTEREST)
22021003 PUBLICITY AND
80,000,000
0
ADVERTISEMENT
22021004 MEDICAL EXPENSES/REFUND 44,636
0
(LOCAL)
22021024 ARMED FORCE
1,000,000
0
REMEMBRANCE DAY
22021076 ENVIRONMENTAL
1,500,000
0
EDUCATION AND PUBLIC AWARENESS
PROGRAMME
22021096 PRINTING AND PUBLICATION
589,229
103,500
22021101 KOGI UNITED FEEDER TERM
30,000,000
0
(DANA CUP TOURNEMENT DENMARK
2017
Sub-Total
183,440,956
1,967,150
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Budget 2018
86,753,890
86,753,890

4,000,000
150,000
204,000
1,000,000
500,000

83,091
120,000
1,000,000
1,000,000

250,000
4,000,000
4,000,000
50,000,000
500,000
700,000
300,000
1,000,000
500,000

200,000
1,000,000
100,000

90,000,000

100,000
1,000,000
1,500,000

1,000,000
0

164,207,091
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CAPITAL ESTIMATES
00020000010111 Government Printing
Press
00020000010108 Purchase of an 1 OB
Van 3 portable OB Equipment
00020000010104 Purchase of Technical
Equipment e.g Cameras, Video
00020000010105 Purchase of 2No
Operational Vans for the Circulation of
Newspapers
00020000010106 New 5KVA
Transmissitters for Lokoja
00020000010109 Press /Public Address
Vehicle
00110000010101 HF Radio Link to Link,
Lokoja with three Booster Stations and
to Network Radio Services
00140000010117 Purchase of 50kVA
Generators (3Nos)
00020000010101 Construction of
Transmitter at Mount
Patti/Rehabilitation of Broadcast House
00020000010102 Graphic Arts Studio
00020000010103 Fencing of FM Mount
Patti and Booster Stations (Egbe and
Ocheja)
00020000010112 Establishment of a
State Television Station
00060000030112 Construction of
befitting Admin Blocks for Graphic
Newspaper
00110000010102
Digitalization/Computerization of Radio
Services
00110000010103 Internet Facilities for
e-Compliance
00020000010114 Development of Film
Studio, Archive Centre with Computers
00020000030102 Kogi Image Four (4):
HIV/AIDS Breakthrough Initiative and
Gender Project (Media Intervention)
Sub-Total
Total

50,000,000

0

45,889,951

48,000,000

0

48,000,000

6,500,000

0

0

5,000,000

0

5,000,000

20,000,000

0

20,000,000

25,000,000

0

25,000,000

30,000,000

0

30,000,000

4,000,000

0

3,000,000

98,000,000

0

40,000,000

10,000,000
45,000,000

0
0

2,000,000
5,000,000

500,000,000

0

300,000,000

60,000,000

0

0

20,000,000

0

0

3,000,000

0

1,000,000

5,000,000

0

5,000,000

5,000,000

0

1,000,000

934,500,000
1,201,861,824

0
1,967,150

530,889,951
781,850,932
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CENTRE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION (CHRCR)
Wereas, the majority of the Nigerian Society suffering various forms of violence, conflict and indignity to their
person? Realising the need to campaign for the promotion of human rights and peaceful co-exisitence. The
Centre for Human Rights and Conflict Resolution (CHRCR) Kogi State is a non-governmental organization,
non-religious and non-partisan. Established in the year 2000 based in Lokoja, Kogi State.

NETWORKS
We are members of the following networks;
Transition Monitoring Group (TMG), Electoral Reform Network (ERN), Freedom of Information Coalition
(FOI), Network on Community Radio (NCR), Citizen Forum for Constitutional Reform (CFCR), Citizen
Wealth Platform (CWP), National Coalition on Affirmative Action (NCAA),Partners Against Violent
Extremism (PAVE), Civil Society Network against Corruption (CSNAC), Budget Monitoring and Advocacy
Group (BMAG) etc.
ORGANIZATIONALACTIVITIES
Our activities includes the following; Peace and conflict resolution, Election monitoring/observation, Gender
advocacy, Voters education
Legislative lobbying and engagement, Budget Advocacy, Security and counterterrorism advocacy.
Our major instrument of advocacy is through the media engagement which include both print and electronic.
We conduct training, facilitation and we network with various organizations which includes but not limited to
NGO/CSO, Labour Union, Women Groups, Youth Association, Community Based Organisation. We also
partner with National and International Agencies.
Between 2009 - 2014 we introduce to the Kogi State Assembly GENDER AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
BILLS which was passed in March 2014 into Law after rigorous lobbying. The Bill was the first in the Northern
Nigeria and also the third in the Federation as part of the effort to domesticate Convention on the Elimination of
all forms of Discriminations against Women (CEDAW).
We also led the process that culminated in the passage of FREEDOM OF INFORMATION BILL (FOI) which
was also passed into law in 2013 to enhance transparency and accountability in governance, the first of its kind
in Nigeria at State level.
We co-ordinated Voters Registration Observations in the entire 21 Local Governments of the Kogi State in 2011
in partnership with Alliance for Credible Elections (ACE).
We also co-ordinated for Economic and Financial Crimes Commission (EFCC), it Anti-Corruption Revolution
Ancor in the North Central.
We work on Countering Violence Extremism (CVE)
We observe elections, conduct training, facilitate election related activities both for domestic and foreign
personnel
We coordinated VOTE NOT FIGHT, ELECTION NO BE WAR, a voters education prgoramme targeting the
youths and their influential against electoral violence in Kogi State during the 2015 General elections supported
by National Democratic Institute (NDI).
We also facilitated Foreign Observers for IRI in Kogi State during the Presidential and National Assembly
elections.
Our major instrument is the use of Media for Advocacy both for printing and electronic medium are adequately
utilize particularly for grassroot mobilization and development.
Currently implementing a Project on Anti-corruption, Transparency and Accountability in Elections in
partnership with Yar’Adua Foundation with the support of MacArthur Foundation.
PUBLICATIONS
We research and published a book on the plight of widows in the Northern Nigeria titled WAILING WIDOWS.
Monthly publication of THE PERSPECTIVES Magazine.
PARTNERS
We partners with the following organizations;
International Republican Institute (IRI), National Democratic Institute (NDI), UNDP/DGD, Alliance for
Credible Elections (ACE), Civil Society Legislative Advocacy Centre (CSLAC), Institute of Peace and
Conflict Resolutions (IPCR),Kogi State House ofAssembly, European Union Technical Assistance to Nigeria's
Evolving Security Challenges (EUTANS),Independent National Electoral Commission (INEC),International
Centre on Counter terrorism (ICCT), Policy and Legal Advocacy Centre (PLAC)/Situation Room, Citizen
Wealth Platform (CWP), Centre for Social Justice (CSJ), Yar’Adua Foundation and MacArthur Foundation.

SECRETARIAT ADDRESS: Jelesinmi Memorial Plaza, 2, Chris Ali Close, by Muritala Muhammed Way,
Lokoja, Kogi State, Nigeria. Website: www.resolutioncentre.ng, E-mail: resolutioncentre@,yahoo.co.uk
Tel: 08038884367. D-U-N-S No: 561346357.
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